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Fine Healing Gemstone Jewelry, Swarovski Handmade Crystal Jewelry By Retailord.com

Toretn Jikze while unveiling new section of jewelry for www.retailord.com/jewelry.html said“We have right
now over 2000 types of variety in imitation jewelry section so now we can expect much better results this
quarter from Ms Juyana.”

Dec. 11, 2007 - PRLog -- Fine Healing Gemstone Jewelry, Swarovski Handmade Crystal Jewelry By
Retailord.com
   
LivWire News: “The huge demand from the masses especially from European countries has given us
immense propulsion to promote new range of jewelries for the HNI people also. We are now targeting all
class of people, especially HNI’s, we have separated our jewelry section into genuine jewelry and imitation
jewelry, imitation jewelry will be lead by Juyana Sane and I shall be leading genuine jewelry section” said
Toretn Jikze while unveiling new section of jewelry for http://www.retailord.com/jewelry.html . “We have
right now over 2000 types of variety in imitation jewelry section so now we can expect much better results
this quarter from Ms Juyana.” he added.
The department is injected with fresh funds due to the Redevelopment Program Initiative (RPI) of Retailord
Industries, specifically started for Retailord.com, which succeeded major shuffle in the management
previous month. 
Full news at http://www.retailord.com/news.html Reproduced and Edited BY Anne Lotey for 
http://www.retailord.com  © Retailord.com. All brands are properties of their respective owners. Preview of
Statements: unique handcrafted jewelry,handmade crystal jewelry,healing gemstone jewelry,cheap fashion
jewelry,fine gemstone jewelry,jewelry trinket boxes,swarovski crystal jewelry and others

Website: www.retailord.com
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